
FinOps with Umbrella Infocare 
While organizations have shifted to AWS Cloud and are witnessing benefits like speed, 
agility, performance and faster go to market, they can find cost, resource and billing

 management a constant and uphill challenge.  

 Teams across the organization tend to purchase and utilize services leading to budget 
overspends, lack of visibility into utilization and inadequate control over spiralling costs.

Adapting a FinOps model that is well-suited to cloud operations with appropriate
 guidance from cloud experts can help you streamline your financial operations, achieve 
cost efficiency and leverage visibility for better control over resource utilization and spend. 

 

Save on Costs with Expert Guidance from Umbrella
Umbrella Infocare’s team of trained and certified cloud experts enable you

 to take control of your cloud financial operations.
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FinOps with Umbrella Infocare 
Having worked with a wide range of customers across industries, and with a sound 

knowledge of AWS Cloud, we have come up with a FinOps strategy that supports optimal 
AWS billing management and is designed to forecast your future AWS expenses

 with better accuracy.  

Our team engages with you for a fast track 3 month collaboration that transforms 
Finops for cloud readiness. We help you take advantage of best practices, cost tools,

 reports and analytics for understanding your AWS usage in detail to 
anticipate and plan your cloud spend. 

Benefits of FinOps with Umbrella

Costs Savings Flexibility Security & Expertise 

Guaranteed
reduction in bills 



Tap into your
savings potential



Reduce overall cloud
spend by 5 – 20%



No vendor lockin 

Savings from Day 1 

Commitment free 

RI optimization for
on-demand usage 



Staged models for 
maximum impact 



Guidance for planning 
cloud security costs 



Expert advise on the
right security tools



Appropriate guidance for 
cloud cost optimization 



sales@umbrellainfocare.com www.umbrellainfocare.com 

Business Analytics 
Align AWS usage across the 

organization with cost accountability
Iterate Reserved Instances and
 Savings Plans to control spend 

Cost Optimization

Scaling & Visibility
Get visibility into costs with analytics
 & actionable guidance from experts

AWS Best Practices
Incorporate AWS Best Practices
 to ensure cost efficiency & savings


